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It has long been said that “Those who cannot remember the past are condemned to repeat it.”1 If history indeed repeats itself, then all indicators suggest that the global community is ripe for another major “land grab.”2 This time, the land at issue is the Arctic3 and the bounty is the abundant oil and natural gas reserves trapped beneath its surface.4

Over the last decade, a coalescence of different factors has shifted the search for natural resources such as oil and gas to the Arctic.5 Advances in exploration, drilling, and extraction technologies have helped mitigate the traditionally cost-prohibitive factors of developing ice-locked reserves.6 Geopolitical concerns about the waning global supply of oil and gas have also driven countries to explore for these resources in the Arctic.7 However, the primary force behind this focus is the undeniable fact that the Earth’s changing climate is melting away the Arctic’s ice sheet and permafrost, making the region’s oil and gas reserves accessible for the first time.8

The Arctic Council (“AC” or “Council”) is a leading forum for the dialogue on the development of natural resources in the region.9 This intergovernmental body is comprised of eight member-nations, all of which border the Arctic Circle.10 The Council also includes six “permanent-observer” nations11 who, though they have no voting rights, can participate and contribute to the work of the Council.12 The AC’s stated mission is to: “promot[e] cooperation, coordination, and interaction among the Arctic States . . . on common Arctic issues, in particular [on] issues of sustainable development and environmental protection in the Arctic.”13

The AC’s mission stems from the Ottawa Declaration, which established the AC in 1996.14 This document avows the commitment of AC member-nations to seek “sustainable development in the Arctic region including conservation and sustainable use of natural resources.”15 This language from the Ottawa Declaration incorporates the Arctic Environmental Protection Strategy (“AEPS”) that was instrumental the Council’s creation.16 Thus, the impetus behind the AEPS and the AC makes it reasonable to expect as well as demand some action from the Arctic Council to oversee and regulate the development of fossil fuels in the Arctic.17

Despite its benevolent mission and establishing documents, the AC has in actuality provided a forum for member-nations to lay the groundwork for unsustainable fossil fuel development in the Arctic.18 Most recently, the Danish ambassador to China noted his strong support for China’s inclusion into the AC as a permanent-observer nation.19 This move garnered speculation from scholars and analysts, who noted China’s aid to Denmark in the development of Greenland’s natural resources, and China’s interest in Arctic resources since 2004.20 Canada is an especially vocal claimant, touting the country’s long-standing sovereignty over certain areas in the Arctic, and further expressing the country’s intent to exercise its sovereignty in documents published with the AC.21 Other actions by the AC member-nations outside of the forum, like Russia’s placement of a national flag on the Arctic’s ocean floor, presumably stir echoes through the AC.22 At one point or another, every member nation of the AC has published reports with the council, expressing their plans to exercise sovereignty over the region and to develop its fossil fuel resources.23

These national assertions make fossil fuel extraction in the Arctic seemingly expected and inevitable.24 However, the AC member-nations’ plans for fossil fuel extraction contradict their commitment to protecting the Arctic environment expressed in the Ottawa Declaration.25 In addition to worsening the effects of climate change, unchecked oil and gas development can have direct, catastrophic environmental consequences. For example, the lack of oversight that allowed the BP oil spill to occur illustrates what could happen in the Arctic without proper regulation by the AC.26 Furthermore, the AC has emerged as the key platform for the indigenous tribes of the Arctic to voice their concerns.27 Without a proper oversight mechanism, these indigenous tribes will lose a key forum for ensuring their negotiating parity with the member-nations.28 Therefore, it is imperative for the AC to develop environmentally conscious standards for fossil fuel extraction to protect the Arctic environment under the Ottawa Declaration. If the AC fails to do so, then it risks becoming an obsolete and ineffectual organization.

The AC should also create mechanisms that will enforce the member-nations’ Ottawa commitments and environmental regulations for oil and gas development in the Arctic. However, since the AC is a “cooperative” group it currently has no binding enforcement authority.29 Therefore, the first step must be the establishment of the AC’s binding powers.30 Without the essential ability to enforce its resolutions, the AC has no mechanism through which it can ensure that its member-nations do not act in contradiction with the AC’s core missions. However, given their support for fossil fuel development in the Arctic, it is unlikely that the AC member-nations will voluntarily create a new regulatory authority in the region. Thus action must come from the international community, who —through the “permanent-observer” nations—must apply pressure on the AC.
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adoption of the forthcoming Basin Plan and eventual compliance with its standards. The MDBA faces the challenge of redirecting policy toward a future of sustainable water use that recognizes the vulnerability of the communities that will be affected most. As the Guide’s proposals are integrated into the forthcoming Basin Plan, the MDBA must show MDB communities how their input has been incorporated and how the central government’s policy decisions have the communities’ interests at heart. As proposed by the Guide, the Basin Plan, and its implementation, must provide a viable framework for balancing these considerations in order to ensure future water resource security, economic stability, and necessary environmental rehabilitation.
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The development of an island-wide master plan has been in the works for many years, but has been repeatedly delayed. This legacy of poor planning has fostered the island’s chronic sprawl, causing increased consumption of land even as population growth has slowed. By drafting and enacting a long-range master plan focused on resolving the island’s inefficient land use patterns and prioritizing natural resource conservation, policymakers have an opportunity to reverse this trend. Accompanied by transparency, public participation and gubernatorial accountability, the approval of a comprehensive master plan could represent the best hope of protecting finite natural resources and promoting sustainable economic development on one of the world’s most densely populated islands.

member-nations to establish the organization’s binding powers. The permanent-observer nations should argue that the impacts of fossil fuel development are of global concern and affect all nations. Therefore, proper safety and environmental standards are needed to ensure stable and sustainable development of the Arctic’s natural resources, a goal to which the AC is already committed.

The permanent-observer nations should also seek more influence on the affairs of the AC in relation to fossil fuel development. Without usurping the position of the member-nations, the permanent-observer nations should demand some limited voting rights when the AC wishes to enact binding resolutions. Providing the permanent-observer nations with voting rights would allow more countries to voice their priorities and concerns, which may force the AC member-nations to consider the implications of their fossil fuel development plans on the global community.

If the AC member-states wish to take advantage of the benefits of climate change in the Arctic, they should do so in a manner that also honors their Ottawa commitments and the AEPS. The international community, then, should pressure the AC to make changes to its structure and provide effective oversight of fossil fuel extraction in the Arctic. In turn, the AC should respond by making the Ottawa Declaration binding and enforceable upon member-nations, allocating voting power to the permanent-observer nations, and effectuating the needed regulations.
Arctic nations, through political and commercial entities, to explore the oceans and increasing temperatures in the Arctic).


4. There is no certain way to know the amount of oil and natural gas available in the Arctic formations because methodologies of estimation are so varied. Figures range wildly from 44 billion to 157 billion barrels of oil (13% of the world’s undiscovered supply), and 770 trillion cubic feet to 2.990 trillion cubic feet of natural gas (approx. 30% of the world’s undiscovered natural gas). See Johnston, supra note 3, at 2-4.

5. See Oil’s Final Frontier, supra note 3 (citing technological feasibility of exploration in the Arctic by the world’s larger oil companies like Exxon and Rosneft); Christoph Siedler, Taking Stock of North Pole Riches, SPIEGEL ONLINE (Sept. 7, 2009), http://www.spiegel.de/international/world/0,1518,druck-648197,00.html (discussing the technological feasibility of oil and gas development in the Arctic); Duncan E.J. Currie, Sovereignty and Conflict in the Arctic Due to Climate Change: Climate Change and the Legal Status of the Arctic Ocean, GLOBE&LAW.COM (Aug. 5, 2007), http://www.globe-law.com/LawSea/Climate_Change_and_Arctic_Sovereignty.html (providing evidence about the changing environmental factors that lead to political conflicts and negotiations over sovereignty of the Arctic).

6. See Oil’s Final Frontier, supra note 3; see also Siedler, supra note 5 (discussing increased interest in the Arctic by large oil companies and geological studies and surveys that speak to the technical and economic feasibility of tapping into the Arctic fossil fuel reserves).

7. See Johnston, supra note 3, at 1, 18-20 (discussing the concerns about the global availability of oil and natural gas, China’s increasing demands for fossil fuels, and the hope/expectation that Arctic reserves will alleviate the strain on global supplies).

8. See Currie, supra note 5 (noting reductions in ice sheet and permafrost cover, and other drastic changes to the Arctic environmental as a result of changing climates that provides access to shipping channels and other commercial development in the Arctic); Linda Nowlan, Arctic Legal Regime for Environmental Protection, INTERNATIONAL UNION FOR CONSERVATION OF NATURE AND NATURAL RESOURCES 2-3 (2001) (showing further evidence of melting ice and increasing temperatures in the Arctic).

9. See Nowlan, supra note 8, at 9-10 (discussing the impetus behind the creation of the Arctic Council).


12. Nowhere in the Rules of Procedure adopted by the Arctic Council, does it provide for voting rights to Observers, but the rules do allow for Observers to submit statements at Ministerial Meetings of the Council. Therefore, by negative implication, there are no voting rights allotted to Observer Nations. Also, to obtain the status of “Observer” the Council implicitly determines that the subject observer has sometime to contribute to the Council, therefore participation is essential and encouraged. See generally Rules of Procedure, supra note 10.


14. Id.


16. See Nowlan, supra note 8, at 9-16.

17. The Arctic Environmental Protection Strategy (“AEPS”) was a non-binding declaration made five years before the creation of the Arctic Council. Most if not all of the member-nations of the AC were present and signed on to the AEPS, which makes affirmative commitments to investigate, mitigate, and protect the Arctic against the effects of pollution brought on by fossil fuel development (among other things). See Arctic Environmental Protection Strategy, U.S.-Can.-Russ.-Fin.-Nor.-Sweden.-Den., at 2-4, 9-10, 14-15, Jun. 14, 1991, http://www.arctic-council.org/index.php/en/about/documents/file/53-aeeps (download Arctic Environmental Protection Strategy). The Arctic Council is often seen as the outgrowth of AEPS, and was by many accounts expected to further the goals of AEPS. See Nowlan, supra note 8, at 9. Therefore, the AC goals of “sustainable development” must have some nexus with the environmental aims of AEPS. It is not unreasonable to expect the AC to have some interest in regulating the development of fossil fuels in the Arctic.

18. See Nowlan, supra note 8, at 9, 11, 15-16 (discussing the impetus behind the creation of the Arctic Council, analyzing the effectiveness of the Council in light of barriers to funding and decision-making power, and the inherent tension between environmental concerns and sustainable development that predominate the Council’s dialogue.)


20. Specifically, Sibley wrote, “Some suggest the Danish ambassador was not only trying to leverage Denmark’s influence in the Arctic Council, but soliciting Chinese investment to help the Danes exploit Greenland’s natural resources. And from China’s perspective, they say, the ambassador’s marks reflect China’s interest in gaining access to resources and increasing its geopolitical clout.” See id. (citing noted scholars and analysts from the University of Calgary who have tracked China’s increased interest in Arctic resources and China’s questioning of Canadian sovereignty over the Northwest Passage).

21. See generally GOVERNMENT OF CANADA, STATEMENT ON CANADA’S ARCTIC FOREIGN POLICY: EXERCISING SOVEREIGNTY AND PROMOTING CANADA’S NORTHERN STRATEGY ABROAD, GOVERNMENT OF CANADA (2010), http://www.international.gc.ca/polar-polaire/canada_arctic_foreign_policy_booklet-la-politique_etranger_du_canada_pour_arctique_livret.aspx/lang=eng&view=d (making strong, broad, and sweeping assertions about Canadian rights to sovereignty in certain areas of the Arctic, and expressing a plan to exercise those rights through the Arctic Council and other mechanisms).

22. See Toni Johnson, Thawing Arctic’s Resource Race, COUNCIL ON FOREIGN RELATIONS (Aug. 9, 2007), http://www.cfr.org/arctic/thawing-arctics-resource-race/p13978 (last visited Nov. 19, 2011) (discussing the move to place a flag, and the subsequent "research team" that went out to prove that the Arctic’s underwater ridge connected to the Siberian Continental Shelf, thus giving Russia a claim to sovereignty under international maritime law).


Presumably, the affirmative statements of the eight member-nations of the AC and the other articles cited in this piece evidence the strong expectation among the global community that the fossil fuel reserves will be developed. See id.
The Ottawa Declaration also avows the member-nations’ commitment to sustainable development of the natural resources within the Arctic. See Ottawa Declaration, supra note 15. Each member nation has enunciated a policy that supports the development of oil and gas reserves in the Arctic in each member-nation’s respective “Strategy for the Arctic.” See Finland Prime Minister’s Office, Finland’s Strategy for the Arctic Region 19-22 (2010); Governments of Denmark, the Faroes, and Greenland, Kingdom of Denmark Strategy for the Arctic 2011-2020 24-29 (Aug. 2011); Government of Iceland, A Parliamentary Resolution on Iceland’s Arctic Policy (2011); Canada Minister of Public Works and Government, Canada’s Northern Strategy 14-16 (2009); Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, New Building Blocks in the North 23-25 (2009); See also ‘Combiner Strategies for the Arctic, supra note 23, at G. 320 (Rutgerd Boelens et al. eds., 2010); 26 Gaybor, Acumulación de Derechos de Agua y Justicia Hídrica en América Latina, Recursos Naturales e Infraestructura, 158 (2005); 30 Boelens & Zwarteven, supra note 12, at 237-44. 27 See Deep Water: The Gulf Oil Disaster and the Future of Offshore Drilling, National Commission on the BP Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill and Offshore Drilling 126-127 (2011), http://www.oilspillcommission.gov/sites/default/files/documents/FinalReportChapter4.pdf (discussing the failure of government regulators to enforce necessary regulations and maintain proper enforcement to ensure that BP was not cutting corners and lacking in the necessary safeguards to prevent the oil spill).